
THE NEW XF  
PURE EXCELLENCE



The New XF has been developed to greater levels of excellence. 

It has all the benefits you are used to, excellent efficiency, reliability, durability,  
driver comfort and styling, all taken a major step further. The New XF sets the 
benchmark for PURE EXCELLENCE.

New Powertrain

The New XF delivers exceptional fuel economy. Higher torque at lower revs in 
combination with optimised drivelines, new high-efficiency rear axles, enhanced 
electronics performance and aerodynamic improvements result in increased 
fuel efficiency. 

Safety

Safety isn’t just one more thing to think about, it’s everything. The New XF features 
passive and active systems that elevate safety standards.  

Outstanding Driver Comfort and Interior Design 

New levels of driver comfort are another enhancement of the New XF. The cab has 
new features that make it an even more comfortable place to work, live and sleep. 

Exterior Design Evolution  

Great design is a hallmark of DAF. The premium exterior styling makes the New  
XF a very attractive option and new design features contribute to excellent 
aerodynamics to enhance your transport efficiency.

PURE EXCELLENCE: 

The new benchmark
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Great fuel efficiency starts with the engine.  
The New XF is powered by a multi-torque 
PACCAR MX-13 engine with an extra powerful 
390 kW/530 hp rating. Many innovations  
result in even more torque at lower revs for 
better fuel efficiency. 

Engine Innovations 
Achieving extra fuel efficiency, lower CO2 emissions and 
excellent performance starts with having the right engine  
and driveline for the job. The New XF features a 530 hp 
multi-torque MX-13 engine, as well as valuable innovations, 
including highly efficient combustion and air management 
systems. Smart oil, steering and water pumps deliver 
output matched to the exact demand of the engine in  
every situation. 

Eco Mode 

To boost fuel efficiency, reduce emissions and lower 
operating costs, the New XF includes Eco Mode and Eco 
Roll functionality. Eco Mode supports the driver to drive 
more economically and, When required, more engine 
performance can be selected in an instant.

Driveline excellence



High-Performance Gearbox

The latest generation of TraXon automated 16 speed 

gearbox is standard on the New XF. Less friction losses, 

and faster upshifts contribute to the lowest fuel 

consumption. Driver comfort is also improved thanks to its 

quiet and smooth operation and precise clutch actuation. 

The new generation TraXon automated gearbox also 

provide a wider ratio spread enabling even faster drivelines. 

High-Efficiency Rear Axles

In addition to an exceptional new engine and gearbox, the 

New XF has high-efficiency rear axles with low-friction 

wheel ends. Faster ratios enable even lower engine revs for 

fuel efficiency. To reduce friction losses, grinded differential 

gear sets and new bearings and seals in the rear axle along 

with low-level, low-friction rear axle oil are used.

Strong, Light and Superb Handling

Pure Excellence is also carried through in the New XF’s 

chassis. Manufactured from high-quality steel, it’s both 

strong and light and its superior design offers unmatched 

flexibility with configurations. Components can be 

positioned to optimally meet your specific requirements.

Battery Energy Monitoring

Battery Energy Monitoring allows the driver to check the 

status of the batteries and provides warnings when energy 

levels are critical. It also prevents overcharging. The result is 
increased uptime due to longer battery life, and reduced 

operating costs.
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1.   Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) automatically adjusts the truck’s speed to 
maintain a safe distance from the vehicle ahead.

2.   Forward Collision Warning (FCW) generates a warning sound and a visual alert 
on the instrument panel, urging the driver to take action in order to prevent a collision.

3.   Advanced Emergency Braking System (AEBS) intervenes to slow the truck 
down in an emergency.

4.   Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS) warns the driver if the vehicle begins 
to move out of the lane owing to driver error, drowsiness or distraction.

5.   Vehicle Stability Control (VSC) the electronic braking system features improved 
VSC to prevent jack-knifing and overturning.

6.   Protective Cab Suspension and Construction the energy-absorbing cab 
suspension and reinforced cab structure has pre-programmed front and rear crumple 
zones to provide industry-leading vehicle safety and passenger protection.

7.  Side Camera on the cab provide additional visibility for the driver.

8.   LED Lighting an improved lighting technology, LED lighting offers better light output 
offering greater visibility of the road for the driver and of the truck for other road users. 

9.   Cornering Lights designed to provide extra illumination in the direction of a driver’s 
intended turn or lane change.

10.   Reduced Interior Noise with an extremely quiet interior cabin the driver is not 
fatigued by engine noise.

11.  Driver Configurable Switches can be adapted to suit individual preferences and  
 applications, allowing the driver to customise the layout to suit their needs.

12.  Greater Visibility improved mirror position means mirrors have been placed further 
to the back in order to create more space between the A-pillar and the mirrors, 
reducing the blind spot to a minimum. 

The New XF comes with enhanced features that ensure the highest
possible safety of the driver and other road users. 

Excellent safety  
and comfort
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The New XF builds on the excellent standards of driver comfort for which the DAF
flagship truck is renowned worldwide. It offers a completely new, attractive look and feel,
which includes a large cab interior and bunk area.

The standard for driver 
comfort and interior design

High-End Trim

The dashboard comes in Dark Sand trim with Piano 
Black deco panels as standard. The deco panels also 
come in the colours Rustica (dark wood) and Argenta 
(silver). It all adds up to a stylish, modern look. 

Driver Configurable Switches

Thanks to smart electronics, the positioning of switches can be 
adapted to individual applications and preferences. This adds 
to great driver comfort as well as maximum vehicle efficiency.

New Temperature and Climate Control

The completely new and highly efficient climate control unit 
stands out in comfort and user-friendliness. It features 
one-touch defrosting, park ventilation, park heating with 
timer, rest heat and automatic air recirculation and can also 
be operated using the rear wall control unit. All of which 
adds up to maximum driver comfort.

New Interior Lighting

The interior lighting with an innovative rotary switch control 
has been completely redesigned. The control button is 
centrally located in the middle of the dashboard console so 
it is within easy reach. The driver can select different lighting 
modes for various driving and resting conditions, and 
there’s also a dimming function. For convenience, there’s a 
toggle switch on the rear wall.

Attractive Interior

New warm and sophisticated sand colours for dashboard, 
seats, curtains, mattresses and side and back walls  
give the interior a great appearance in which every driver 
feels comfortable. 

Even Better Driver Information

The driver’s access to information has been further 
expanded, making it easier to take effective action. The 
clear instrument panel has new fonts and styling for 
improved readability. The Driver Information Panel (DIP) 
provides more information to increase driver comfort and 
efficiency. To enhance driver performance even further, 
settings are grouped on the instrument panel logically and 
the Driver Performance Assistant (DPA) includes even more 
tips for economical driving.



Exterior styling design includes a range of aesthetic developments as well as a 
number of enhancements that improve the truck’s aerodynamics for greater efficiency.

New exterior 
styling and design 

LED Headlights

New headlights 
complement the  
exterior design.

New Air 
Deflector Kits

New air deflector kits 
reduce drag.

Rounded Shape

The new XF has a more rounded shape 
with larger radii on the corners, without 
compromising comfort in the cabin.

Lower Bumper Insert

For a high-end look, the lower 
bumper has an aluminium-look 
accent.

Cab Closures

New cab split closures 
channel the air into the 
radiator and improve 
the airflow. 

New Sun Visor

The sun visor has a new design to optimise aerodynamics 
and enhance fuel efficiency. It also includes a stylish 
aluminium-look element for great exterior appeal.

Upper Panel  
and DAF Logo

The panel above the 
grille has been enlarged 
with the DAF logo now 
centred to provide a 
bold exterior.

Grille Mesh

Grille mesh gives The New 
XF a strong, appealing and 
modern look.

Great Welcome

A stylish DAF-logo  
in the doorstep 
welcomes the driver 
to the luxurious cab.
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XF XF 530

PACCAR MX-13 ENGINE
Engine type Performance Torque

MX-13 390 390 kW / 530 hp (1,675 rpm)
2,600 Nm (1,000 – 1,460 rpm)1]

2,500 Nm (1,000 – 1,425 rpm)

1] in the highest gear for direct drive gearboxes and in the two highest gears for overdrive gearboxes

PACCAR MX-13

The New XF specifications
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We’ve got 
you covered 
The DAF Dealer Network

With the full complement of PACCAR Australia services, you can count 
on the DAF Dealer Network to provide you with excellent parts, service 
and repairs for all DAF trucks when you needed. In addition, our 
dedicated Roadside Assistance Service covers Australia providing 24/7 
support. Simply call 1800 4 PACCAR (1800 472 222) to be connected to 
your nearest DAF Dealer. 

For further information or your nearest  
DAF Dealer visit www.daf.com.au 
DAF Trucks Australia
20 Canterbury Road Bayswater VIC 3153 
Phone (03) 9721 1600 

No rights can be derived from this publication. DAF Trucks Australia reserves the 
right to change product specifications without prior notice. For the most recent 
product and services information, contact your authorised DAF dealer.


